Timeline

❖ **Summer 2020:** Developed curriculum, assessment, and instructional support details in the new proposal; reached out to key stakeholders in Academic Administration, UITS, Faculty Senate, Heads Up, Administration for feedback

❖ **Aug 2020 - July 2021:** Determining funding model (Provost), staffing GE office, designing first-year and portfolio courses, launching comprehensive communication plan, implementing instructional support and course approval process, revising infrastructure to support new curriculum, designing user experience in UAccess

❖ **Fall 2021:** Launch of new General Education curriculum
## Shifting our Approach

### FROM

- Teaching-focused courses
- Segmentation
- Knowledge
- Topics
- Explicit
- Tradition
- From *what we know*

### TO

- Learning-focused courses
- Integration
- Reasoning
- Questions
- Implicit
- Relevance
- *How we think, know, & do*
Curriculum

- Two new course categories replace Tier 1 and 2 sequence
- The development of two *attributes*: Writing & Diversity
- Two 1-unit courses bookending student GE experience